
 

bedroommuse's Blog 

 8 Ways to Enjoy Riding Your Bicycle Again 
o Posted on 05.10.10 

Spring is here and that means plenty of days ahead to squeeze in great 
bicycle riding.  I've compiled a list of ways to help invigorate your riding 
while getting the most out of your bike.  
 
1. Get a professional tune-up.  
 
If you have to dust your bike before riding it, consider going to a local 
bike shop for a tune-up.  You'll be surprised how tight brakes, rock-hard 
tires, a lubed chain, and smooth gear shifting make riding, yes, more 
fun.  
 
 

2. Accessorize!  
 
Like a car or video gaming console, your bike is customizable.  One great piece of hardware is a pannier 
rack. This allows you to attach cargo safely to your bike.  I have a messenger bag from Knog 
(http://www.knog.com.au) that I can sling around my shoulder and attach to my pannier rack.  Most bike 
stores carry pannier racks (and their accessories) and you can get a good one for under $100.   
 
Honorable mentions: Ergonomic handle grips, speedometer/odometer.  
 
3. Bike after 7pm.  
 
When you decide to ride can make a big difference. I commute to work by bike and due to a crazy 
schedule sometimes, I've ridden at all times of day.  Early evening is a great time to bike; traffic is thinning 
out, the sun is going down, and the air quality is better.  All of this equates to, yes, more enjoyable.  
 
4. Find the bike paths.  
 
Many cities are catching up with its active citizens.  Urban renovations have spawned pedestrian and 
cyclist paths.  Check with your local transit authority to see if any such projects are underway or 
completed.  Here in L.A., Metro (http://www.metro.net) publishes a bike system map showing nearly every 
conceivable place to ride including access points to major bike paths in the county.  Go Metro.  (No, I'm 
not endorsed.)  
 
5. Best parking in town.  
 
Needless to say, leaving the car behind and biking to the beach or popular urban destination saves 
parking expenses.  Invest in quality bike security and enjoy the peace of mind.  
 
6. Rideshare.  
 
Ok, I don't necessarily mean tandem bikes, although that's especially fun for couples.  I'm suggesting 
finding co-workers, other friends, or even complete strangers, and hitting the pavement.  Find bike groups 
in your area on Facebook and join them; many have group rides or events (I'm a member of Santa 

http://www.knog.com.au/
http://www.metro.net/


Monica Spoke.)  For the diehard bike activist or Causecaster, check out Critical Mass.  
 
7. “Movie, Ice Cream, or Both” Reward.  
 
Ever consider rewarding yourself for biking? Pick the closest movie theater, Coldstone or Pinkberry and 
bike there. Need I say more?  
 
8. Admire Your Road Stance.  
 
Really hone in and get a sense of your environment on two-wheels.  On a bike, your head level is above 
most vehicles giving you the better clearance and view.  Stand straight up on the pedals.  Watch fixed 
objects whiz by.  Feel the enveloping air resistance.  Be aware of all your senses and appreciate the 
freedom of riding a bicycle.  
 
I hope this gets the gears turning and puts some excitement in your gut.  Biking should be a rewarding 
experience and a healthy self-pat-on-the-back.  
 
Good luck and safe pedaling!  
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 Growing Your Nonprofit: Just Add Marketing 
o Posted on 10.24.09 

150,000+ and counting.  
 
That's the number of official nonprofit organizations active in California, according to 2005 statistics*.  
 
I'm learning of the challenges facing many nonprofits seeking corporate sponsorship.  How does a 
nonprofit or charity group strike up this beneficial partnership?  
 
By offering marketing solutions, not fundraising problems.  
 
Everybody knows that nonprofits need money.  They need grants, endowments, and volunteers to get the 
job done.  Corporations know this, too.  
 
Reaching out to a corporation requires an understanding that securing a long-term relationship is the best 
strategy to get some of those dollars and support.  
 
Many of the tools and abilities needed to win over those in corporations lie in PR-related functions and its 
thinkers.  
 
I write this in anticipation of meeting with several marketing and public relations from corporations who 
have built reputations sponsoring charitable organizations and causes, both nationally and locally.  
 
The challenge is outlined above.  There are so many with the same problem but who has a marketing 
solution?  
 
*Source: http://nccsdataweb.urban.org/PubApps/reports.php?rid=2 
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 Michael Vick's Golden Opportunity 
o Posted on 05.20.09 

Michael Vick has been released from a federal prison after serving 23 
months for running a dogfighting operation.  The case brought a sharp 
focus on animal cruelty and dogfighting while of course, tarnishing 
Vick's image.  
 
Now the former star NFL quarterback has some options.  
 
As a condition of his release, he is allowed to work a $10/hour 
construction job.  
 

Or, he can become an activist.  
 
Humane Society President Wayne Pacelle says Vick will become part of a campaign to help prevent 
youth from getting involved in dogfighting.  
 
Does Michael Vick want to cultivate a new identity? Can he become the great weapon that throws 
touchdowns for the Humane Society instead of the Atlanta Falcons?  
 
Vick served his time but his debt to society still remains.  He left the game as the league's highest-paid 
player but his greatest worth has yet to be seen.  
 
I applaud him if he commits to his new role as youth mentor but I suppose it all depends on whether the 
NFL decides to reinstate him.  
 

 

 

Related causes: Animals, Community, Leaders, Youth 
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 Street Activism -- To Give or Not to Give 
o Posted on 05.06.09 

Yesterday I was approached by (or should I say, inevitably walked into) a friendly, 
confident young lady representing a child sponsorship organization.  
 
As many of these encounters go, in one swoop I heard a well-versed delivery of their 
mission statement, the sense of urgency, some big number statistic, and a call for 
action. A nice added touch was her telling me of her experience traveling to 
Southeast Asia to meet a sponsored child.  
 
I, however, felt the strain and exhaustion of having been "pitched." Time after time, 
each of these encounters are a one-way communication blast that often causes me 
to clutch my wallet.  
 
Today, however, I laid an arm over my chest, sympathetic for her effort and time.  
 
Maybe it's just the public relations strategist in me, but I want to think of better ways 

for organizations to promote their causes, especially on the street.  
 
Can traditional marketing and PR work for nonprofits?  
 
Marketing is also a one-way communication but geared for a "target audience" with a measurable interest in the 
product or service offered.  Then, these people are reached through acceptable channels where most people are 
generally receptive to hearing about the product or service.  
 
I believe we need to have a two-way street of communication and foster relationships with people to help encourage 
giving in the future.  
 
We need to help one another feel compelled to act, and this takes time and effort.  
 
In addition to establishing much-needed credibility, good, effective PR helps organizations communicate and inform 
the people most willing to offer their support.  
 
I'm immediately handed a donation form.  Couldn't I have been handed a pamphlet to take home or asked to make a 
donation of my time?  
 
Before turning away, she appeared deflated by my reluctance to make an on-the-spot donation.  I even felt I was 
being led to feel guilty for not making a more meager donation.  
 
I think this is problematic in street activism.  How can you exhort someone to make a donation when they didn't feel 
compelled to make one in the first place?  
 
I wondered later if it would have been acceptable to say "I'm sorry, but I research organizations before I make a 
donation."  
 
Sadly, I don't even remember the name of her organization. 
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SPOTLIGHT ON PANA CIGARS 
Friday, July 9, 2010 @ 04:07 PM Author: admin 

 

Photo from PuffingCigars.com 

PANA Cigars is officially the newest entry in the world of boutique cigar making.  Produced in Arizona, 

PANA Cigars is the creation of Pablo Enchinton, who has spent the past two years developing the brand 

and vision. 

 

―Our name came about while looking for a meaning of what I think a cigar symbolizes,‖ says Enchinton. 

 ―The word PANA means friend in my Latin culture and I thought of how perfect it would be to launch a 

cigar company with the foundation of friendship at its core, in its name!‖ 

 

The two blends being produced are a Ligero Maduro and Connecticut Especial.  Unlike similar boutique 

producers, Enchinton has sourced some of the best tobacco from the Dominican Republic and has full 

control over the blending process, he notes. 

 

If you‘re interested in discovering other new cigar producers and products, the International Premium 

Cigar & Pipe Retailers annual show will be in New Orleans, August 9 – 13, 2010.   

 

Check back with Cigar Club News for a spotlight on what‘s unveiled. 
 

http://www.cigarclubnews.com/index.php/cigar-of-the-month/spotlight-on-pana-cigars/ 
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READY TO PLAN A TRIP TO CIGAR COUNTRY? 
Tuesday, July 6, 2010 @ 07:07 PM Author: admin 

 

photo by Drew Estate 

If you‘re a wine connoisseur, consider the appeal of traveling to wine country. 

 

For wine enthusiasts novice and expert alike, an experience in wine country strengthens the affinity for 

the wines, their makers and the regions where they are produced.  With many ―new‖ wine 

regions springing up across the U.S., wine-marketed travel has become a must-have experience for wine 

enthusiasts. 

 

Can the same happen for cigar enthusiasts? 

 

Cigar travel, writes Tom Johansmeyer, is bringing a new personal experience to cigar consumers.  Some 

of the most respected cigar manufacturers are using interactive marketing to draw visitors to the factories, 

some located on the actual harvest fields, to learn about and experience first-hand the cigars they enjoy. 

In addition to an educational experience, the chance to mingle with some of the top personalities and 

minds behind the brands is making cigar travel a viable alternative to advertising. 

 
Tags: cigar travel, Cigars, drew estate, marketing, travel, wine country 
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GREAT CIGAR MOMENTS IN MOVIES– THE A-TEAM EDITION 
Friday, June 11, 2010 @ 07:06 PM Author: admin 

First it was Charlie Chaplin in 1931‘s  ―City Lights‖.  Then Ernest Borgnine in ―The Dirty Dozen‖.  Harvey 

Keitel and William Hurt elevated it to another level in ―Smoke‖.  Magic cinematic moments for the cigar. 

Now, the ‘80s TV show ―A-Team‖ and its iconic cigar smoker Col. Hannibal get big screen treatment.  

 

Cigar Club News proudly presents a retrospect featuring some of the other great movie cigar moments 

you might have missed. 

 

Of course California‘s governor would make the top of the list.   Although inseparable 

from the camera and his favorite stogie, sometimes Arnold ended up on the wrong 

side of a lit cigar– but heck, it‘s an action movie. 

 

 

 

It‘s almost as if Groucho‘s cigar held the secret to his legendary, rapid wit and 

punchlines. 

 

 

 

 

James Bond always had a way with the ladies but he met his match with Famke 

Janssen in ―GoldenEye‖ (1995).   As the beautiful, legs-of-death assassin Xenia 

Onatopp, who wouldn‘t fall victim to the way she handles a cigar? 
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Okay, so ―Watchmen‖ wasn‘t quite as watched as anticipated but those who did won‘t 

forget The Comedian, a cigar-chomping, hyper-masculine dealer of destruction.  We 

can only suspect that there‘s a theme here. 

 

 

 

As Tony Montana in Brian de Palma‘s classic ―Scarface‖, Al Pacino achieves a life of 

luxury and power with the help of another little friend. 

 

We can only wonder what cigar moments await in the A-Team movie.   We‘ll keep 

you posted. 
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FRENCH GOVERNMENT’S EXPENSIVE CIGAR HABITS REVEALED 
Friday, June 18, 2010 @ 06:06 PM Author: admin 

A French state secretary  ―has been caught spending 12,000 euros a year of tax payers‘ money on 

cigars‖ according to an article from the Times Correspondents. 

 

That‘s nearly $15,000 in USD.  Interesting to note, France‘s president Nicolas Sarkozy, also an avid cigar 

smoker, has decided not to smoke near photographers anymore. 

 

No word if the giant humidor is a French oak wine barrel. 
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Actor Lance Henriksen and Fans Launch Campaign for “Millennium” Movie 

LOS ANGELES, May 24— Internet fansite Back to Frank Black is launching a social media campaign to 

get a movie made with Lance Henriksen reprising his critically acclaimed role as criminal profiler Frank 

Black on the Fox television series ―Millennium‖.  The actor will promote the campaign at this year‘s Rue 

Morgue Festival of Fear, August 27-29 in Toronto. 

Henriksen‘s performance as a retired F.B.I. agent with the ability to get inside the minds of serial killers 

landed him three consecutive Golden Globe nominations for ―Best Performance by a Lead Actor in a 

Drama Series.‖ 

―Lance‘s character on ‗Millennium‘ was unlike any hero on television then or even now,‖ says Jim 

McLean, co-founder of Back to Frank Black.  ―Bringing back Frank Black isn‘t about revisiting a terrific TV 

show from the nineties.  It‘s about showing what a great actor can accomplish.  The show‘s fans want this 

and they deserve it.‖ 

McLean cites the success and continuation of the ―X-files‖ franchise as a result of fan involvement and 

believes ―Millennium‖ has the fan base to help bring new life to the series.  Both shows were created by 

Chris Carter. 

A venerable cult legend, Henriksen has appeared in over 175 films spanning multiple genres—most 

notably science fiction, horror and Westerns.  Films include the blockbusters ―Aliens‖, ―The Terminator‖ 

and Katherine Bigelow‘s cult vampire flick ―Near Dark‖.   

The actor has dozens of voice-over credits including commercials and video games such as ―Aliens vs. 

Predator‖ and ―Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2‖.   

Henriksen is also the official voice for the Verizon DROID smartphone.   

ABOUT BACK TO FRANK BLACK.COM:  BacktoFrankBlack.com started in September 2008 by a collective of fans from 
www.TIWWA.info.  They decided they wished to show public support for “Millennium” creator Chris Carter, producer Frank 
Spotnitz and star Lance Henriksen while creating a positive, mature and honest platform for fans to air their support for the 
return of Frank Black. 

ABOUT RUE MORGUE FESTIVAL OF FEAR:  The RUE MORGUE FESTIVAL OF FEAR is Canada’s largest horror expo, attracting an 
average of 40,000+ fans to the heart of downtown Toronto over three days in August. This powerhouse event is an 
extravaganza of celebrity guests, autograph signings, parties, Q&A sessions, seminars and workshops, and a colossal selection 
of movies and movie memorabilia, including books, comic books, toys, video games, trading cards, posters, anime, manga, and 
tons more. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Saving the Smelt: California’s Symbol for Water Conservation 

 

“If we are even remotely interested in leaving something for 

future generations to enjoy, then we have to look beyond 

our selfish desires… and see the bigger picture.”
i
 

 

Let's get serious about California's water and future-- our water and future.  For decades, California law 

makers and environmentalists have debated how to save our most precious resource.  The fight for control over 

California's water is being waged less than an hour away from the state Capitol in the Sacramento-San Joaquin 

Delta, also known as the Bay-Delta.   

A once vast marsh and floodplain, the Bay-Delta supported a richly diverse habitat of fish, plants, and 

animals.  Today, it is a consequence of prosperity, unnaturally reconfigured due to agriculture, urban sprawl, and 

ever-increasing water consumption.
ii
 

Through massive public works projects, the Bay-Delta ecosystem has been fundamentally changed.  

Artificial levees and dredged waterways used for flood control and farming needs also serve as shipping corridors.  

The State Water Project (SWP) and the federal Central Valley Project (CVP) pump water out of the Bay-Delta 

delivering an average of 82.5 million acre-feet of water per year.   

California's increasing growth will place more stress on an already challenged ecosystem.  Twenty-five 

million people rely on the Bay-Delta for clean drinking water.  Experts estimate California's population will grow to 

nearly 60 million by 2050.  In 2008, the worst drought in 33 years accompanied historically low reservoir levels 

across the state.  In addition, seismicity and other geology unique to the Bay-Delta pose challenges unlike any seen 

in other ecosystems. 

The Bay-Delta is facing challenges so great, scientists and lawmakers are preparing for a disaster, the next 

Hurricane Katrina.   

And, let’s not forget about the smelt.  The delta smelt, or Hypomesus transpacificus, is a tiny, slender-

bodied fish that only lives in the estuary of the Bay-Delta.
iii
  The two-inch smelt has become the center of 

attention.  Court decisions have reduced water pumping in order to save the smelt and other imperiled fish 

species.  Irrigation districts and farmers in the San Joaquin Valley continue fighting to increase the pumping amid 

increasing legal battles and emerging environmental proponents. 

How can we protect the smelt and provide water for 60 million Californians? 

It becomes clear— we must envision a new system of water conservation with improved infrastructure.  

We must secure a viable and sustainable Delta system.  

 

***** 

 

The delta smelt have become a focal point in the debate over California’s water.  From an environmental 

standpoint, the smelt are considered to be overall health indicators of the Bay-Delta ecosystem.  In the 1980’s, 

dwindling delta smelt were listed as ‘threatened’ under the Endangered Species Act, a precursor to the difficult 

journey ahead for lawmakers, environmentalists and farmers.   

Smelt living in the Bay-Delta ecosystem are important to scientists for several reasons.  First, the smelt 

have a delicate annual lifecycle which begins during spring months when water deliveries are highest.  The result 

of the heavy pumping forces their migration to areas of the Delta less suitable for spawning.  Also, studying smelt 

have helped scientists identify potential sources or remedies for toxicity in their habitat.  Scientists and 



environmentalists acknowledge smelt population declines may also be caused by invasive species or predation, but 

reducing pumping is the only effective remedy within our control to help the smelt.
iv
 

The protection of the smelt is the signaling of a rapidly decaying ecosystem that requires a new strategy 

focusing on conversation.  And it’s not just about the smelt.  Diminishing Chinook salmon, steelhead trout, and 

longfin smelt populations have decimated California’s fisheries; the state even enacted a two-year sanction for 

salmon farming.   

California boasts one of the largest economies in the world.  Even amidst this economic downturn, 

California still operates a $32 billion agriculture industry.  According to Bureau of Labor statistics, farm jobs fell less 

than half a percent in California in 2009, and in Fresno County, the state’s top-producing agriculture county, farm 

jobs increased slightly.  In contrast, manufacturing jobs fell by eight percent and construction fell a whopping 17.8 

percent.   

In other words, reduced water pumping has not derailed the agriculture industry as initially feared.  In 

2009, a UC Davis professor predicted water cutbacks would cost the state nearly 82,000 farming jobs and $2.2 

billion in revenue.  New data suggests that 8,500 jobs could have been created without water cutbacks.  We 

certainly can’t ignore the economic impact of water shortage, whether environmental or not.       

Other data from Fresno County indicates the concentration of farming jobs simply shifted to areas 

without water shortages and that unemployment figures were misleading.  A 40 percent unemployment rate in 

the town of Mendota is staggering, but its unemployment rate is historically among the highest in the state.  In 

2003, with average irrigation deliveries, the unemployment rate in Mendota was 32 percent.
v
   

Economic conditions have brought uncertainty to many hard-working farmers, their families, and the 

agriculture business; but this is why conservancy makes a salient example as a safeguard against hardships 

suffered by drought or other water shortages.  A water conservation plan supports a sustainable Bay-Delta through 

effective water collection, storage, and improved infrastructure yielding a usable, year round water supply.   

Of particular concern are the salinity levels in the estuary.  The more water pumped by the SWP, the more 

salt water is drawn from the western bay areas.  High salinity is no good for irrigation and causes many detriments 

to the ecosystem.  In fact, Delta farmers have opposed Congress-backed efforts to block protection of the Bay-

Delta that also call for increased pumping.  

 

***** 

 

Those who drafted the Endangered Species Act believed “encouraging States to… develop and maintain 

conservation programs [is key] to safeguarding our nation’s heritage in fish, wildlife, and plants.”
vi
  What we are 

seeing today calls for a rethinking of how we use our natural resources.   

Our current policy regarding the Bay-Delta places reliance on an unreliable system.  The threat of natural 

calamity endangers an entire water delivery system.  Levee failure, rising sea levels, earthquakes and flooding 

endanger an ecosystem that must be considered a human ecosystem as well. 
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